
• Political Science 353 – Welcome!

Syllabus: 
http://faculty.washington.edu/jwilker/353/POLS353Spring2018Syllabus.pdf



Today

• 5 main themes (using gun control as example)

• What to expect, and what’s expected of you

• Sections tomorrow: Please read syllabus in advance



5 main themes

1. The process is not the purpose

2. Let’s be realistic about the American voter

3. What’s good for the individual is not always 
good for the group

4. Policies are not outcomes

5. Agendas matter!



5 main themes

1. The process is not the purpose

– What is the purpose of Congress?

– How do constitutional provisions and congressional 
process promote this purpose? 

– Does the process achieve the purpose?





Basketball

• Purpose?

• How do rules try to promote this purpose?



Civics

• Focuses on the process

• Knowing how to ‘win’ is important; but 
winning is not the purpose of the process



5 main themes

2. Let’s be realistic about the American voter 

– Most people are uninformed about politics

• So called Independents are least informed!

– Many do not value democratic principles

– How can a democratic system succeed when 
citizens  are poorly informed and emotion-
driven?





The Missing Obama Millions



Civics vs the Framers

• Civics: How we’d like people to behave

• James Madison: Design government to 
produce desired outcomes given how people  
behave.

– Appeal to people’s better natures

– But don’t depend on them!



5 main themes

3. What’s good for the individual is not always 
good for the group

The problem of ‘Collective Action’ is central to 
understanding the purposes and challenges of 
government in a democracy



‘Collective action problems’ in elections

– Most people don’t participate

– Those who do get more attention

– But that still doesn’t mean I will participate

Willing to take some risks in order to learn





‘Collective action problems’ in society 



‘Collective action problems’ in government 

$450 billion in taxes go uncollected each year



5 main themes

4. ‘Policies’ are not ‘outcomes’

– Understandable desire to ‘do something!’

– But also want to ask:

• What is the objective?

• Will the policy accomplish the objective?

• Will it have unintended consequences?



Objective? End school violence
Best policy? Ban assault weapons or Improve school security?

What is motivating the policy – desire or evidence?
What do we know and what don’t we know?
What other consequences need to be considered?



5 main themes

5. It’s not just about voting. Agendas matter!

– Positive Agenda control – The issues being 
addressed

– Negative agenda control – The issues not being 
addressed

– Non-decisions – The issues we aren’t even 
thinking about



“Between 2001 and 2014, 440,095 deaths
by firearms occurred on US soil, while 
deaths by terrorism during those years 
numbered 3,412.”





One more:
Nothing is impossible in politics!



POLS 353: What to expect

• First half: Mostly lectures and reading

– Topics rather than comprehensive coverage

• Second half: Mostly student-led simulation

• Grading based on connecting course materials 
to personal experiences



What’s expected of you

• Familiar with American government basics

• Keep up with the news

• Interested in interacting with other students

• Willing to respect alternative viewpoints

• Willing to take some risks in order to learn



Learning goals

• Appreciation of:

– the role of Congress

– the legislative process

– the external and internal dynamics shaping 
legislative behavior

• Improved: 

– Listening and communication (written and oral)

– Planning and collaboration



Anonymous survey - yes or no?

1. Should undocumented immigrants be allowed 
to remain in the US indefinitely?

2. Do you believe that the Bible is the word of 
god?

3. Should every American be required to 
purchase health insurance?

4. What is your gender?



See you in section tomorrow!

Link to Syllabus:

http://faculty.washington.edu/jwilker/353/POLS353Spr
ing2018Syllabus.pdf

Feel free to register on LegSim if you plan to take the 
course (see syllabus for details)

http://faculty.washington.edu/jwilker/353/POLS353Spring2018Syllabus.pdf


“Provide the one word that best describes your current impressions of Congress.”



Today: Congressional Dysfunction?

• Congress is very unpopular

• Because it is not doing its job?

• How should we evaluate the performance of 
Congress?

Spoiler! No easy answer!



Dysfunction

“Congress, despite its vast authority, seems 
paralyzed in the face of the nation's toughest 
problems.”   (vox.com)

OK, what should Congress be doing that it is not 
doing?

How do we measure that?



Congress is very unpopular





More Polarized than Ever?



Voters aren’t as polarized as lawmakers?



Rise of the filibuster



Congressional Dysfunction

“Congress, despite its vast authority, seems paralyzed in 
the face of the nation's toughest problems.”   (vox.com)

How do we know? 



Congressional Dysfunction

“Congress, despite its vast authority, seems paralyzed in 
the face of the nation's toughest problems.”   (vox.com)

How do we know? 









Toward a more perfect union?

We the People of the United States, in Order to 
form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, 
insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the 
common defence, promote the general Welfare, 
and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves 
and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this 
Constitution



Economics















Crime



Overall crime rate



Violent crime rate



Health











Obamacare (ACA)
takes effect













Diabetes



Education





Infrastructure





environment





What’s going on?





Hypothesis 1

• Public  doesn’t judge Congress on what it 
does, but how it does it

• Media emphasize conflict and problems  

• And because Congress is unpopular, 
candidates run for it by running against it.



Hypothesis 2

• “False consensus” - people tend to 
overestimate the extent to which their 
opinions, beliefs, preferences, values, and 
habits are shared by others

• Since we all agree, why can’t Congress stop 
bickering?



Hypothesis 3

• We take what we have for granted.  

“Great,  but what have you done for me lately?”



Dysfunction?

• Lots to be unhappy about, but also lots of  
positive change

• Products of a representative process – voters; 
activists; institutions; politicians; bureaucrats

• Next Time: The Purpose of Congress in the 
Constitution (don’t miss it!)



The US when Congress was created.
Time for an upgrade?





The US when Congress was created.
Time for an upgrade?





Today: Purpose of Congress?

• What did the framers hope to achieve and 
how?

• Is Congress working as intended today?

• Is this what we want Congress to be doing?



But first…..



Would this be a good thing?



Is this a good thing?



Fun facts!

U.S. Constitution

11 pages 

(20 pages w/ Amendments)

Affordable Care Act

903 Pages



The second ‘written’ Constitution



Great read!



“I smell a rat!” 
Patrick Henry



Main points (purposes)

• 1. Stronger, limited national government

• 2. ‘Representative’ democracy

Processes to accomplish these purposes?



1. Stronger, limited national government

–13 states have different cultures and 
interests but also share common concerns

–National government is needed to address 
those common concerns

But how to create a national government 
powerful enough to address common 
concerns that will still  respect differences? 



Process

– Specify the limited powers of the national 
government 

–Make it hard to do anything without a 
broad societal consensus.

• Checks and balances

• Separation of powers



“Enumerated powers”

• Things the states and citizens can’t do:

–Conflicts among states

–Collective action problems 

–Coordination problems

+ Necessary and Proper clause



Tribes are sovereign, sort of 



Federalist #10 and #51

• Who will guard against encroachment on the 
states and citizens? 



National government today?

• Substantial encroachment on state powers 
(with some retrenchment)

– ‘Necessary and proper’ interpretations

– Citizens of states have national rights

– Bribes and threats 





What are people like? 

Locke
Hobbes
Rousseau
Montesquieu
Burke





Passions Reason

Self-Interest

People are complicated



Passions Reason

People are complicated



Passions Reason

Self-Interest

People are complicated



Purpose

• The public interest is discovered through 
reason and deliberation (Rousseau)

• Elected officials should be insulated from 
public passions and narrow interests (factions)

• But they also can’t be fully trusted – need to 
be accountable

Wait… Insulated but accountable?



Process

• House: Popularly elected, all at once, 2 yr 
terms; 1 per 30,000 residents

• Senate: Selected by state elites, continuing 
body, 6 yr terms; 2 per state

• President: Selected by elites, 4 yr term

• Supreme Court: Life appointments



Connecticut Compromise

• 3/5ths representation of slaves and other 
persons (repealed)

• Equal state representation in the Senate



Representative democracy today

• More accountable, less insulated?

– Senate and President are now popularly elected

– 24/7 media and interest group scrutiny

– Much larger constituencies

– Careerists “running scared”





Still elitist



Still composed of elites



230 years later…. 

• Do we still want a ‘representative’ 
government that can’t do anything without 
broad consensus?

• Cutler?



Next week

• The puzzle and process of representation….

• Does the congressional electoral process 
encourage good representation?



25 other nations* apportion seats to make 
legislatures more representative. Should the US? 

*see Gender Quotas Database

https://www.idea.int/data-tools/data/gender-quotas/quotas


25 other nations apportion seats to make 
legislatures more representative. Should the US? 



25 other nations apportion seats to make 
legislatures more representative. Should the US? 



This week: Representation

• Geographic representation

• The American electorate

– What do Americans want from government?

– Political information and participation

• Dynamics of representation

No class Friday!



1. Geographic representation



1. Geographic representation



25 other nations* apportion seats to make 
legislatures more representative. Should the US? 

How would this work?



• Geographic Pro

People who live in the same place share similar 
values (e.g. Pasco vs. Seattle; GA vs. CA)

• Geographic Cons

A large group nationally may not be concentrated 
locally (e.g. socialists)

Small state voters have disproportionate influence 
in Senate (66:1)

Majority party supporters have disproportionate 
influence in House (swing ratio)



Swing ratio





Times they are a changing’….(?)

League of Women Voters v. Pennsylvania



2. The American Electorate



Representation defined… sort of

“A representative acts in the interests of the 
represented, in a manner responsive to them”

Hanna Pitkin, On Representation



Representation defined… sort of

“A representative acts in the interests of the 
represented, in a manner responsive to them”



Representation defined… sort of

“A representative acts in the interests of the 
represented, in a manner responsive to them”

• What do constituents want?

• What’s best for them?

• What if they don’t know what’s best for them?



Summary

• “Many” voters think problems (such as 
immigration) have easy solutions.

• Because Americans agree there is no need for 
compromise.

• Government failure to address problems must 
be the result of a conspiracy 

• The reason to vote is to throw the rascals out



• Not true of all voters, but a significant portion 
of them

• Makes representation challenging!

• Let’s look at the data….



“Which political party holds the majority of 
seats in the House of Representatives?”

During Unified Government:  64% correct

During Divided Government: 38% correct!

Implications for electoral accountability?

Not a good start!





Pew Research Center
November 2015

Partisan Differences



Stealth Democracy

To put it simply, the people yearn for the “end of politics” (Schedler 1997).”

Hibbing 156-7



Stealth Democracy

“Ordinary people have a different view of politics than political elites.

They simply do not believe debates and compromises are necessary, since
we all want the same general things, since the best way to achieve
those things will be readily apparent to those who study the problems
in an unbiased way, and since the little details of policy are not
that important anyway.” 

Hibbing 156-7





Why it matters
“What they want are caring, other-regarding, common-good-oriented 
decision makers.

Their political involvement, such as it is, is often driven by the perception 
that politicians and their special-interest ventriloquists are taking 
advantage of ordinary people”



The paranoid style



Conspiratorial thinking

“we live at a turning point in history”

“it’s now or never in organizing resistance”

“time is running out”

“this is a conflict between good and evil”

“our enemy is an amoral super(wo)man”

One example

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ud3pK5Wa90


Why it matters

• Encourages ‘us or them’ mentality

• Seeks to discredit alternative sources of 
information

• Justifies extreme responses (dealing with the 
devil!)



This week: Representation

• Geographic representation

• The American electorate

– What do Americans want from government?

– Political information and participation

• Dynamics of representation

No class Friday!



Next week

1. What laws do and how they do it

2. How laws are made 

3. Movie! HR 6161: An Act of Congress



Participation and Voting

• What should we expect if legislators are 
responsive to those who participate?

• What considerations influence voter decisions 
in congressional elections?



Voter turnout by age



by education



General versus midterm turnout



• Same patterns apply to other forms of political 
participation (contributions, volunteering, etc)

– Impact on elected official responsiveness? 

• What about voting decisions? 



No shortage of political information
Who uses it?





#1 My Party?

#2 Recognize any names?

- Candidate likes/dislikes

- National conditions (coat tails and midterm loss)

- Salient Issues (esp. scandals)

How people vote: With limited information 

Gary Jacobson, The Politics of Congressional Elections



Name recognition: Advantage, incumbent

Incumbent Challenger
Recall/Recognition Recall/ Recognition

House 

51% 93% 22% 57%

Senate

58% 97% 35% 78%

Recall: Can you tell me the name of the current representative/challenger?
Recognition: which of these names is the current representative/challenger?



National Conditions: Surge and decline



National Conditions: Midterm loss

National Conditions: 
Presidential party midterm loss







Scandal (House banking)

• Unintentional experiment!

• Incumbents who ran for reelection still won (?)

See Jacobson and Dimock, 1994

https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/2111599.pdf?refreqid=excelsior%3A56dd8c55244ef5068c3d338b1b76b344


Scandal (House banking)

• Unintentional experiment!

• Incumbents who ‘kited’ more checks were

– More likely to face a quality challenger

– More likely to retire

– More likely to lose in the primary

See Jacobson and Dimock, 1994

https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/2111599.pdf?refreqid=excelsior%3A56dd8c55244ef5068c3d338b1b76b344


Take aways for incumbents?

• Your reelection constituency is not your 
geographic constituency

• Who shows up on election day can matter

• Some things are beyond your control

• Avoid doing things to inspire a “quality 
challenger”



• Possible change in House party control 

• Unlikely in the Senate

• Unknowns:

– Will parties recruit and fund quality candidates?

– Which voters will turnout?

– What will happen to the economy and Trump’s 
popularity?

– Scandals?



Representation



Representation defined… sort of

• “A representative acts in the interests of the 
represented, in a manner responsive to them”

Hanna Pitkin, On Representation

• Whom do I represent?

• What do they want?

• What’s best for them?





“Theories” of Representation

• Home Style – ‘presentation of self’

• Forms of Representation

• Styles of Representation Eulau and Karps

Fenno



“Home Style” (Fenno)

• Lawmakers desire “leeway”

• Seek to win voter’s trust through 
“presentation of self”

– Convey empathy, competence



Empathy



Competence



Your “presentation of self?”

• needs to fit your district

• needs to seem authentic

• should reflect what you are able to accomplish



Forms and Styles of Representation

• Point is that there are different ways to 
represent

Tulsi Gabbard, D-HI



Forms of Representation

• Symbolic

• Service

• Policy



Symbolic 
Representation

(May or may not be indicative 
of true empathy)



Washington’s New 9th Congressional District

Washingtonians  would “actually have a champion in our Congressional 
delegation who’s actually going to talk about issues connected to 
communities of color.“

George Cheung

Can Adam Smith be a 
good representative of 
a majority minority 
district?



Forms of Representation

• Symbolic

• Service

• Policy





“Pork”



Forms of Representation

• Symbolic

• Service

• Policy





https://www.congress.gov/sponsors-cosponsors

Member bill sponsorship and cosponsorship activity

Worth a look! Can you predict the subjects of the bill 
introductions of your representative or senator?





Styles of Policy Representation

• Delegate – vote (e.g.) as the public wants

•

• Trustee – vote (e.g) what’s best for them

• Politico – try to reconcile conflicts between 
voting positions (e.g.) and public demands





“I believe we were on the cusp of a deflationary spiral which would 
have created a Depression…... If we would have allowed that to 
happen, I think we would have had a big government agenda 
sweeping through this country so fast that we wouldn’t have 
recovered from it. So in order to prevent a Depression and a complete 
evisceration of the free market system we have, I think it was 
necessary.”

Paul Ryan (R-WI): Why he voted to bail out the banks



• Safest strategy is to avoid positions that may 
be hard to explain (and attract opposition)

• But is that really representation?

• How will you balance real representation and 
your goal of reelection?



This week: How laws are made

• What do laws do?

• How are laws made, and what is the purpose 
of the process?

• Authorizations versus appropriations

• HR 6161: An Act of Congress







Laws: power + money
“Authorize” agencies to create and enforce rules

– IRS – Taxation Policy – Audits – Penalties

– Authorizations can be permanent or temporary

“Appropriate” money annually to pay for these 
activities

– Entitlement programs do not require appropriations

These are separate processes

•









What do authorizing laws do?



1. “Statutes” = ‘Authorizing’ laws passed by 
Congress 

2. “The US Code” = Compilation of all statutory 
authority for executive agencies

3. Federal Register = Proposed rules based on 
agency’s authority

4. “Code of Federal Regulations” = Final rules

https://www.loc.gov/law/help/statutes-at-large/index.php
http://uscode.house.gov/search/criteria.shtml
https://www.federalregister.gov/
https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text




“Regular Order” lawmaking





Great example: Orphan Drug Act

See syllabus, April 30



Legex.org

Click here

http://www.legsim.org/


“unorthodox” lawmaking



• “The key to understanding deal making in 
Congress is to remember that the ankle bone 
is connected to the shoulder bone. Anything 
can be the basis of a deal. . “

Rep. Barney Frank, D-MA



Unorthodox history of the Affordable Care Act

Wilkerson, Stramp and Smith 2015



Wilkerson, Stramp and Smith 2015



Where did the policy ideas 
in the ACA originate?

Wilkerson, Stramp and Smith 2015



‘hitchhiker’ bills

Casas, Denny and Wilkerson 2017



Rise of unorthodox lawmaking

• Regular order becomes increasingly slow and 
difficult (‘gotcha’ politics)

• Leader coordinated efforts can be more efficient, 
secretive, and flexible

Curry and Lee 2018

Amendment 3556 – Reduces health care costs by preventing 
fraudulent payments for prescription drugs, prohibits 
coverage of erectile dysfunction drugs to child molesters and 
rapists, and excludes coverage of abortion drugs.



But! can also be abused for the 
same reasons….

e.g. “Skinny” ACA bill: Leadership pressures 
members to vote  for an ill-considered repeal bill

McCain votes against his party:

“As I have repeatedly stressed, 
health care reform legislation 
ought to be the product of 
regular order in the Senate.”



Today

• Purpose(s) of the lawmaking process

• Introduction to HR 6161: An Act of Congress



OK, back to regular order

• Purpose of the process?



• Congress creates its own procedures. For what 
purpose?

• Theories of legislative organization

– Informational – make good public policies

–Distributive – personal electoral benefits 

–Partisan – advance majority party’s agenda



e.g. why have ‘standing’ committees?

• Informational – Specialization, permanent 
staff, investigatory and markup hearings

Prevent future repeat of the great recession… while 
promoting economic innovation?

How to convince banks that U.S. won’t bail them out 
next time?



Right balance between privacy and innovation?



e.g. why have ‘standing’ committees?

• Informational – Specialization, permanent 
staff, investigatory and markup hearings

• Distributive – give members more influence 
over the issues critical to their reelection

• Partisan – prevent floor consideration of 
policies majority party opposes



• Specialization is a collective action problem

• Distributive benefits provide incentives to 
specialize 

• Better information doesn’t eliminate policy 
differences

•

Each perspective has some merit



1970 Clean Air Act



Thanks Clean Air Act! 

Airborne lead has declined by over 90%



1977 Clean Air Act Amendments

• 1970 law creates tough standards for auto 
emissions reductions by 1978

• In 1977, industry says they can’t meet 
deadline

• Penalties or change the law to extend the 
deadline?



Scene

• “Markup” action in House of Representatives

1. Health subcommittee drafts ‘clean’ bill

Rogers (D-FL) – chair of the subcommittee

2. Full House Energy and Commerce Committee

Dingell (D-MI) – member of full committee

3. Rules Committee proposes floor procedure



This week

• Parties, Committees and Leaders

– Who cares? You do!

• Next week: Organizing your legislature

– Request committees on LegSim

– Decide procedures

– Nominate and elect leaders

– Make committee assignments



Why parties?

• Parties are not in the Constitution or 
congressional rules

• Madison, Federalist papers

Parties are about ‘self love’ and narrow interests

Government should serve the common interest



‘Common interest’ examples

• Civil Service protections

– Competence instead of party loyalty

• “Fast Track” trade policymaking; military base 
closings

– Congress ties its own hands

• War Powers Act of 1973

– Congress gives president short term flexibility with 
longer term accountability



science funding! 



If Trump shuts down investigation?

Will Congress protect the Rule of Law?



“untethered to the truth”



History of Special Counsel



• Archibald Cox (D - apptd solicitor general by 
Kennedy)

• Elliot Richardson (R, Nixon’s Attorney General) asks 
him to be special prosecutor 



• "all offenses arising out of the 1972 election … 
involving the president, the White House staff or 
presidential appointments.“

• Cox issues subpoena for White House tapes , Nixon 
fires him. New special prosecutor appointed. 

• Nixon resigns (not impeached)



Ken Starr (Republican, 
apptd solicitor general 
by George HW Bush)

Janet Reno (D) 
appoints Republican 
special counsel



• Authorized to investigate the death of Vince Foster, 
Whitewater, White House Travel Office, FBI files, etc
etc and eventually, Monica Lewinsky.

• Clinton is charged with perjury related to Lewinsky

• Impeached but acquitted in Senate





“Witch hunt?”

• Attorney General Jeff Sessions (R-AL, apptd by 
Trump) recuses himself

• Rod Rosenstein (R, longest serving US Attorney, 
appted by Trump) appoints as special counsel… 

• Robert Mueller (R, Former FBI director, apptd by 
George W. Bush  (R))



“A graduate of Princeton University, Mueller served as a 
Marine Corps officer during the Vietnam War, receiving 
the Bronze Star Medal with Combat "V" for heroism 
and the Purple Heart Medal”



Authorization of 
special counsel



Where were we? 
Back to Madison…

• Furthermore, parties….

– promote “frivolous and fanciful distinctions”

– undermine ‘checks and balances’



Why parties then?

• Parties in elections are ‘brands’ elites create to 
win elections

• Parties in Congress are coalitions of like-
minded legislators

• Party behavior in Congress is driven by both



Conservative Coalition

• From the 1930s to the 1980s, Democrats 
dominated Congress

• White Southern Democrats had more in 
common with Republicans but GOP was party 
of Lincoln

• Nixon’s southern strategy led to eventual 
realignment (and Republican control)



Parties in Congress: 1789-2013

1791

House Senate









Parties in Congress 1789-2013

2013

House Senate

Click here!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_0TE5TWYP-I


Limits of polarization

• Roll call votes are the most visible actions 
members take

• Incentives to use them for ‘gotcha’ politics

• Suggest more party disagreement than is 
actually the case


